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Welcome to Suite 502, an exceptionally smart, sleek and streamlined, 2 Bedroom + 

Den/Family/Breakfast Room, garden and park view residence, just completed with over 

$800,000 in upgrades. Encompassing over 1734 square feet, it has just been completely 

renovated with extraordinary attention to detail by the noted JGD Design firm, in the sought 

after prestigious Midtown condominium known as “The Lonsdale”. This high demand 

address has the privacy and convenience of only four suites per floor, providing easy 

elevator access and all the comfort and security one could want, but is so rarely available in 

other “luxury” condominiums. Perfectly located at the intersection of the coveted midtown 

neighbourhoods of Forest Hill and Deer Park, it is just across from the prestigious campus of 

Upper Canada College with its landmark clock tower. Offering a skyline backdrop as well, it 

is the ideal venue for relaxing walks and calming interludes, while still being in the very 

heart of the city.  

  

Outstanding in its lavish attention to detail and refined, ultra chic finishes, it is more like a 

home with its lushly landscaped vistas and yet beautifully screened for privacy. Inside, this 

wonderful condo has a terrific open exposure capturing scenic panoramas, easy access 

elevator, a sophisticated layout and glamorous, sun-filled rooms featuring panelled Walnut 

walls and pocket doors, lovely Austrian walnut floors in all principal rooms, truly amazing 

built-ins, luxuriously appointed Italian marble Bathrooms with Dornbracht rainhead 

showers, Duravit sink and toilet, extensive storage facilities and an ensuite Laundry. Prized 

building amenities such as the well-appointed Lobby, attractive Party Room, fully equipped 

Exercise Room, outdoor pool with patio and attentive 24-hour valet and concierge service, an 

underground parking space and a spacious locker combine to make this distinctive, upscale, 

turn-key living.  

 

The striking “no expense spared” interiors feature a dramatic panelled Foyer providing an 

inviting welcome and easily channeling the formal areas from the sleeping areas so 

thoroughly, one could have a very separate home office. The elegant, large Living Room 

with its wall of floor to ceiling windows offers bright, sunny views and is a pleasure for 

entertaining with custom built-ins and is conveniently open to the spacious Dining area, 

which easily seats 6-8 and benefits from the same broad sweep of windows. The richly 
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panelled Library/Family Room or Second Bedroom also enjoys a bright exposure, has the 

same expanse of windows with lush, almost home-like garden and park views, and boasts a 

wall of custom built-ins and direct access to a spacious walk-in closet with custom packing 

counter.  The kitchen is a “zen-like” chef’s dream with built-in Miele appliances, Caesarstone 

countertops and is very well laid out with lots of storage and a breakfast bar.  A handy, open 

Den/Sitting or Breakfast area adjoins the Kitchen.  

 

The Master Suite offers a broad wall of windows with every kind of luxurious built-in 

imaginable. Please see the Room Detail attached for a complete list. Both Bathrooms are clad 

in Italian marble, with marble floors, Dornbracht rain shower and accessories. An oversize 

hall closet and separate Laundry facilities complete this truly sensational, one of a kind 

designer Suite. 

 

Splendidly located a short stroll from the subway, it is in excellent proximity to the delightful 

shops, glamorous boutiques and acclaimed restaurants of Forest Hill Village or Yonge Street, 

top public and private schools, internationally recognized museums and art galleries and 

nearby greenbelt nature trails and parks. Featuring convenient access to public transit, this 

coveted residence is only 10 minutes from Yorkville, 20 minutes from the business 

district/downtown and Island Airport and 20 minutes from Pearson International by car. 

This high demand location and desirable suite will have special appeal to sophisticates, 

established professionals and astute investors, who will appreciate the value and cachet of 

this outstanding offering in the marketplace today.  


